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Legend

1) Controller for EK-HH1-TP regulation group

2) Outdoor temperature probe

3) Delivery temperature probe

4) Return temperature probe

5) Mixing valve servomotor 

6) Zone valve servomotor 

7) Circulator for mixed circuit

8) Delivery manifold

9) Return manifold

10) Thermal generator

11) Low-temperature manifold and circuits

12) Non-mixed circuit terminals

The controller is a brand-new product from the KNX world: it is a device enabling to control the delivery temperature of the heat transfer fluid in heating and cooling 

systems. This is a highly versatile product as it offers various regulation modes: five for heating (fix point, with climate compensation - possibly also with recalibration on 

indoor conditions, recalibration on indoor conditions or on return temperature) and four for cooling (fix point, with climate compensation - possibly also with recalibration on indoor 

thermohygrometric conditions, with recalibration on indoor thermohygrometric conditions); of course, different regulation modes can be set for summer and winter operation.

Its flexibility of use represents an additional point of strength: the device can be used as a stand-alone device or combined to one or multiple KNX room thermostats (single-zone 

and multi-zone system up to sixteen zones), by controlling the 3-floating points mixing valve servomotor (230 Vac or 24 Vac) or with a 0…10 V signal and controlling with start/

stop of the mixed circuit circulator. The device manages the max. temperature (heating) and min. temperature (cooling) alarms.

The controller includes an LCD backlit text display, with 4 membrane buttons to navigate the display menu and two LEDs for the alarms and manual mode option. The display 

enables to monitor the operation parameters; some regulation parameters may also be changed from the ETS configuration. Commutation of the system functioning (heating / 

cooling) may be performed via bus, from a digital inlet configured for the purpose or manually with the front keypad.

In case of radiant panel systems used also for summer cooling, the ideal use is combined to ekinex EK-EQ2-TP thermostats equipped with temperature and relative humidity 

sensors. Control of alarms from anti-moisture probes. Digital outlets not used to activate the circulator may be configured to control a zone valve servomotor on a circuit dedicated to 

fan-coil units or dehumidifiers.

Connection scheme
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